QUICK 20™ FABRIC, CARPET, & UPHOLSTERY REPAIR KIT
PATENT PENDING
INSTRUCTIONS
CONTENTS: 7 color fibers, Part A clear adhesive, Part B activator, screen applicator, spatula, mixing cup with BB, empty mixing cup, backing
fabric, color match guide and instructions.
CAUTION: READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS THOROUGHLY. DO NOT MIX THE ACTIVATOR INTO THE CLEAR
ADHESIVE UNTIL YOU ARE READY TO MAKE THE REPAIR.

PREPARE THE DAMAGED AREA
Clean the damaged spot to be repaired with a household cleaner. Trim off any loose threads. If any padding is missing beneath the damaged spot
and the damage is depressed, fill in that area with common household cotton. Spread the cotton evenly into and beneath the damaged spot (only if
needed).
BACKING FABRIC
If the damage is a hole or larger, a backing support is needed under the damaged spot. Cut the backing fabric in this kit, slightly larger than the
damaged spot, and insert it into and under the damage, as a support.
CREATING YOUR COLORED REPAIR FIBERS
Mix the fabric powders together in the empty mixing cup with the round ball in it to obtain the correct color. Shake the container, after the colors
you select to match your fabric are in this container, for 30-45 seconds. This will mix the colors thoroughly. Use the color match guide on the
reverse side as a guide to help you match colors.
ACTIVATOR
Add equal parts of the activator to the clear adhesive compound and mix thoroughly.
CAUTION: THE ACTIVATOR STIMULATES THE QUICK DRYING ELEMENT. YOU MUST USE THE CLEAR ADHESIVE
WITHIN 3 TO 5 MINUTES AS IT WILL RAPIDLY BEGIN TO DRY
MAKING YOUR REPAIR
Apply the activated clear adhesive compound into the damaged area. Fill the area evenly and smoothly, overlapping the compound very little. Wipe
away any excess compound using a paper towel or clean white cloth. Immediately take the screen applicator and apply the colored fabric fibers onto
it. Hold the screen directly above the adhesive and shake the screen. This will sift the fabric powders on the clear adhesive. Use the spatula to pack
down the fabric powders in the adhesives, and then duplicate the patterns in the fabric with the spatula. Allow to dry for 20 minutes. After the
repaired area is dry, blow off any excess fabric powders.
REPAIR TIPS:
After the repair is finished (before it is dry) you can use the edge of your spatula to put designs or lines in the repair job to duplicate the pattern of the
fabric. If the damaged is very large you can, using a hooked needle and thread, sew the damaged spot (after the backing fabric is inserted) and this
will make the repaired spot very strong. Working the clear adhesive under the edges of the damage will also make for a stronger repair job. Repair
professionals often sew damages before doing the repair job. If you are having trouble with a color match, you can shave fibers from an unnoticeable
area and use the shavings instead of the included fabric powders.
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